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Executive Summary | Introduction

1. Executive Summary

This Guide gathers good practice examples on the inclusion of migrants and ethnic minorities in and through sport. It is based on country studies of eight member states of the European Union, including Austria, Finland, Germany, Italy, Ireland, Portugal, Hungary and United Kingdom.

Chapter 3 and 4 present examples of corporal strategies for inclusion in and through sport on the national or the regional level. These programmes are mostly coordinated by national sport governing bodies or umbrella sport associations and funded by governmental institutions such as sports ministries or ministries for youth and education.

Chapter 5 lists several examples of sport clubs which themselves take the initiative to open up their clubs to migrants and other under-represented groups. In addition to anti-racism measures, there is a particular focus on tackling institutional discrimination on all levels of the club. The topic of chapter 6 is how qualification and continuing education in sport can be linked to inclusion processes. In public discourse migrant sport clubs are still mainly seen as evidence of the existence of a ‘parallel society’. In contrast, chapter 7 shows a variety of examples illustrating the integrative potential of migrant sport clubs. Several examples demonstrate that sport activities can only realize their integrative potential effectively when they function in a gender-oriented manner as chapter 8 suggests. Chapter 9 and 10 discuss neighbourhoods and schools as spaces in which a high number of young people from different social and ethnic backgrounds can be addressed through sport programmes.

Chapter 11 displays different examples for anti-racist and intercultural sport events. A variety of examples portray the public nature of sporting events as a benefit for raising the public’s awareness of the situation of refugees and to facilitate cross-cultural encounters.

As part of the Sport Inclusion Network (SPIN) project, the European partner organisations conducted several so-called inclusion workshops, which are presented in chapter 12 as good practice examples. The closing chapter suggests quality criteria which could be helpful for the evaluation of inclusion in sport programmes.

2. Introduction

The under-representation of migrants and their exclusion from positions of authority and the lack of advancement of minorities in non-playing positions is an open secret in European sports. The Sport Inclusion Network (SPIN) project is designed to promote the inclusion and involvement of ethnic minorities, migrants and other third country nationals (including refugees) through and in mainstream sport across Europe.

The SPIN project brings together a mix of experienced national key players in the field of countering exclusion and discrimination in sport, including the FARE founding organisation FairPlay-VIC, the Italian sport for all association Unione Italiana Sport per Tutti (UISP), the Football Association of Ireland (FAI), the Portuguese Professional Players Union (SPDP), the migrant-led Mahatma Gandhi Human Rights Organization from Hungary, the multicultural Finnish sport initiative Lükikukaa, as well as the German Organisation Camino, an expert on action-oriented research on sport and youth.

As a product of the SPIN project, this Good Practice Guide presents examples towards the inclusion of migrants, in and through sport, from eight European countries.

The compilation presented here is based on the studies and experiences of the above named European partner organisations and introduces practical examples on various levels and in various contexts.

Thus, this guide seeks to promote new ideas on how inclusion work in sport can look like and to facilitate exchange. In conclusion, indicators and quality criteria will be presented resulting from the exchanges of the practical experience of the EU project, which could serve as a guideline for the assessment of the potential of inclusion of various sport offers, projects and programmes in the future.

The individual national studies can be viewed in English on the project’s homepage:

www.sportinclusion.net
National/Governmental Programmes

3. National/Governmental Programmes

Whether national sport programmes are placed in a nationwide context through the inclusion of migrant groups and ethnic minorities depends to a great extent on how far openness has been raised for this issue, firstly on a political level and secondly at the level of large umbrella organisations. Causal research and the potential for sport as a tool of inclusion can only be established and mobilised on a low representation of migrants in sports is perceived as a deficit.

Here, one can distinguish between two basic target perspectives: Inclusion into sport and inclusion through sport.

Inclusion into sport

Inclusion into sport can only be established and mobilised once a low representation of migrant groups and ethnic minorities backgrounds, the FAI was the first national governing body of sport in Ireland to create a specific inclusion strategy and associated programme. The FAI’s inclusion strategy and programme have been supported by the Irish Government within the framework of the Government’s Integration Strategy “Migration Nation” and through the National Action Plan against Racism. The FAI’s intercultural Football programme’s policy states that the aim of inclusion is “to ensure every individual can feel free to become involved in football on a basis of equality, confident that they will be welcomed if they do so, and to contribute to the integrated society at ease with growing diversity”. In order to make inclusion into football a reality, FAI in partnership with key stakeholders, actively works to promote participation of migrants in sport.

The Football Association of Ireland (FAI) hopes to promote a participation of migrants in sport of around 10 – 15% through the support of nationwide programmes, whose structures are presented in various contexts, such as schools, workplaces and communities, etc. Accordingly, to gain experience and acquire skills, which they can apply to other social fields. Causal research and the potential for sport as a tool of inclusion and a minimum of tolerance, as they provide regular, long-term, continuous work in the field, and can create and promote inclusion structures through the integration of sport clubs on their openness to groups under-represented in sport on a national level.

Volunteers

Volunteers are important for the successful and continued implementation of inclusion work at the grassroots level. The deployment and activities of the volunteers in the programme “Inclusion through Sport” are extremely diverse in nature. They can be active as trainers, mobile sport unit supervisors, contact persons in the club, network coordinators, information disseminators, or inclusion specialists. The volunteers’ task spectrum is accordingly versatile and, depending on the operational area, encompasses mainly practical, sport-oriented or organisational functions, such as for example:

- the preparation regularly occurring and mobile sport and movement proposals
- addressing the target groups’ participation in sport and their inclusion in the structures of organised sport (attracting new members)
- the planning and execution of club activities other than sports and the support work for target groups

The programme “Integration through Sport” is aimed primarily at people with an immigrant background. In existence since 1999, it was mainly aimed at ethnic Germans. In 2000 the programme was expanded to cater to the migrant target group in order to reflect the current inclusion situation. The programme is funded by the Federal Ministry of Interior and the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees. The German Olympic Sports Federation is responsible for the programme coordination at the federal level.

Coordination

The central tasks of the federal coordination are the consultation and supervision of national coordination in the implementation of the programme conception, the continuous development of the work programme based on social and political developments and scientific knowledge, the documentation, networking and multiplication of experiences and lessons learned from the programme work, the transfer of federal funds to the state coordination offices, the acquisition of external funding for the expansion of the programme work, as well as communication and representation of the programme both internally and externally.

In the individual federal regions, both the national and regional coordination offices are affiliated to the respective region’s sport association and implement the programme nationally according to the specific conditions of each region. They advise and assist sport clubs, networks and projects locally in the development and implementation of the project and furthermore coordinate, supervise and coordinate the many volunteers at the grassroots level. They are involved in the creation and maintenance of networks and, in addition, are responsible for the development and implementation of training opportunities in the context of intercultural transparency, as well as public relations for each of the regions.

Support Associations

Sport clubs included in work framework of the “Inclusion through Sport” programme are referred to as support associations and are integral to the programme’s structure. Sport clubs develop and implement the training opportunities in the context of intercultural transparency, as well as public relations for each of the regions.

The German Olympic Sports Federation’s nationwide programme aims to increase the participation of migrants in sport clubs in Germany through both, the promotion of sport clubs that especially attract migrants and the creation of easier access to those clubs.

The German Olympic Sports Federation’s nationwide programme aims to increase the participation of migrants in sport clubs in Germany through both, the promotion of sport clubs that especially attract migrants and the creation of easier access to those clubs.

National/Governmental Programmes

4. National/Governmental Programmes

Inclusion through Sport focuses primarily on the introduction of migrants (or other under-represented groups) to sport and the facilitation of the access to sport. These objectives simultaneously offer a prerequisite for the activation of further inclusion potential and are thus a precondition for inclusion through sport. It calls for regular, long-term participation in sports and an improvement of athletic skills and achieve- ments. It is based on the premise that involvement in areas of sport already represents an instance of inclusion. In doing so, the involvement in a sports club can create particularly favourable conditions for further inclusion processes since sport associations are characterised by the fact that training and practice sessions take place regularly and almost without exception. The programme, therefore, also aims to establish and mobilize the club, network coordinators, information disseminators, or inclusion specialists as they provide regular, long-term, continuous work in the field, and can create and promote inclusion structures through the integration of groups (outreach/follow-up programmes, reduced membership fees, etc.), regular club programmes of non-sporting activities (e.g. educational programmes, consultation); creation of participation possibilities for target groups, involvement in executive and decision-making positions, etc.

The sports clubs accept the definition of inclusion and its aims and agree to the target groups of the programme. The sports club shows willingness to cooperate with the programme (participation in further training, intercultural openness, public relations work, and growth of competence).

An adjustable and needs-based training offer for qualifying volunteers was developed specifically for the programme and encompasses the following: The development of the necessary specialist skills related to sports as well as social and cultural skills, thus ensuring qualified support and inclusion work from the volunteers in the programme. www.inclusion-durch-sport.de

The programme “Inclusion through Sport” are aimed primarily at people with an immigrant background. In existence since 1999, it was mainly aimed at ethnic Germans. In 2000 the programme was expanded to cater to the migrant target group in order to reflect the current inclusion situation. The programme is funded by the Federal Ministry of Interior and the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees. The German Olympic Sports Federation is responsible for the programme coordination at the federal level.

Coordination

The central tasks of the federal coordination are the consultation and supervision of national coordination in the implementation of programme conception, the continuous development of the work programme based on social and political developments and scientific knowledge, the documentation, networking and multiplication of experiences and lessons learned from the programme work, the transfer of federal funds to the state coordination offices, the acquisition of external funding for the expansion of the programme work, as well as communication and representation of the programme both internally and externally.

In the individual federal regions, both the national and regional coordination offices are affiliated to the respective region’s sport association and implement the programme nationally according to the specific conditions of each region. They advise and assist sport clubs, networks and projects locally in the development and implementation of the programme both internally and externally. In the individual federal regions, both the national and regional coordination offices are affiliated to the respective region’s sport association and implement the programme nationally according to the specific conditions of each region. They advise and assist sport clubs, networks and projects locally in the development and implementation of the programme both internally and externally.

Northeastern, the various governing bodies of sport in Ireland have taken active measures to promote inclusion in sport through their policies. Similar to a means to promote the betterment of social welfare, others are also often used to foster a shared identity with members of a community. “Inclusion,” as defined by the German Athletic Association (DAG), “essentially means people having a sense of belonging, of being comfortable in being part of something they value” (DAG). Furthermore, the DAG stresses that “inclusion reflects diversity and aims to offer that sense of belonging to everyone, irrespective of gender, marital status, family status, sexual orientation, religion, race or age, or membership of the Traveller community and/or disability”.

The Irish Sports Monitoring report states that “Overall, the patterns of playing sport and physical activity by social group remain dramatically indicative of powerful and structural inequalities in people’s opportunities. These disparities therefore remain one of the major challenges in sports policy” (For examples of practical application compare chapters “Regional Level” and “Neighbourhood”) www.integration.ie/website/en/omi/omiwebv6.nsf/pages/AXBN-7D0F594A25-ENG?File=Migratio2010Nation.pdf www.fai.ie/inclusvolf/voloption.aspx?com=content&view=article&aid=9096 &lemid=879

The Irish Olympic Sports Federation’s nationwide programme aims to increase the participation of migrants in sport clubs in Germany through both, the promotion of sport clubs that especially attract migrants and the creation of easier access to those clubs.

The German Olympic Sports Federation’s nationwide programme aims to increase the participation of migrants in sport clubs in Germany through both, the promotion of sport clubs that especially attract migrants and the creation of easier access to those clubs.
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The German Olympic Sports Federation’s nationwide programme aims to increase the participation of migrants in sport clubs in Germany through both, the promotion of sport clubs that especially attract migrants and the creation of easier access to those clubs.
Sport, already shows the shift in policy, also underlined by the current government’s Department for Culture, Media and Sport business plan. There is indication (besides the obvious cost counts) of a more de-centralised approach and more outsourcing into the private/commercial sector.

One important impact of governmental policy-making during the last 10 to 15 years is the Equality Standard for sport launched in 2004, an initiative by the four Home Country sports councils and UK Sport and supported by various sport organisations. It succeeds the Race Equality Standard of the Commission for Racial Equality (2000) and aims to offer sports organisations assistance to reduce inequality in sport and provide better access for under-represented groups and individuals (women and girls, ethnic minority groups, people with special needs). The standard defines four levels of achievement – Foundation, Preliminary, Intermediate and Advanced. Attaining the first level is mandatory for national governmental bodies to receive funding from Sport England.

The football campaign Kick It Out has set up a separate Equality Standard for Professional Clubs in 2004, with three levels. More information can be found on the website. In addition to this, the KIO Equality Standard is presented as a good practice example in a handbook of good practice commissioned by the Fundamental Rights Agency. www.uksport.gov.uk/pages/commitment-to-equality
www.equalitystandard.org
www.kickitout.org/gb.php

Like the national and regional sport councils, the sports organisations themselves also adhere to equality policies. Commitment to equality, diversity and/or inclusion figure more or less prominently on the websites of the following organisations:
• Amateur Swimming Association and British Swimming
www.swimming.org/about-us/university-and-diversity
• British Cycling
• England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB)
www.ecb.co.uk/education-game/statement-of-intent
• Football Association (FA)
www.thefa.com/footballbetting/diversityandequality

In Austria, in addition to a number of other measures by the Ministry of the Interior, an annual prize is awarded for integration in sport:

**AUSTRIA**

Integration through Sport

In January 2010 the Austrian government created a nationwide integration strategy with the National Action Plan for Integration (NAP). The NAP “aims to optimise, focus, and systematically develop measures for a successful inclusion at federal, state, city, parish, social partner and civil society organisation levels” and contains recommendations of measures in seven different spheres of activity. In the sphere of sports and leisure, the integrative potential of sport is emphasised. Associations that seek the inclusion of migrants as well as those promoting the sporting activity of girls and women are encouraged and the importance of sport as a means for inclusion is given high publicity. There is criticism of NAP with regard to the spatial and temporal limitations of many initiatives to promote integration: the preference for local and regional activities is not suitable to overcome all barriers to inclusion at the level of national legislation.

The Sports Ministry has previously supported a handful of individual inclusion projects albeit, without transparent objectives with regard to content. Moreover the anti-racism organisation FairPlay-VIDC or initiatives like Sport Against Racism (SAR) are supported by the Sports Ministry. In January 2011 a working group ("ARGE Sport und Integration") was set up whose aims are the promotion of integration and inclusion activities in and through sport. For 2011, it is planned to award financial grants to sport clubs, which bring their range of services into line with sound and transparent criteria on the inclusion of migrants. A currently running pilot phase with selected integration sport projects is to be subjected to evaluation in autumn 2011.

Since 2008 the Integration Prize for Sport has been awarded annually by the Austrian Integration Fund, which is affiliated with the Federal Ministry of the Interior. In 2011 some 15 prizes were awarded among the 60 submissions nationwide. The mostly locally active sport integrative projects and initiatives received cash prizes ranging from 200 to 3000 Euros. Alongside these the Austrian Integration Fund allocates individual and project related financial awards, such as for participation in sports club programmes or the organisation of tournaments.

www.integrationsfonds.at/betreuung/inclusivispersport/
www.sportministerium.at/de/loesungsgemeinschaft-und-
sport/fair-play
www.sar-austria.at

Since 2004, a large project, which supports inclusion projects in selected regions, has existed for Portugal. Sport is an essential component.

**PORTUGAL**

Created in 2001 through a government initiative, the Programme Benefiting of Sports for Social Inclusion (BOSSI) has been supporting projects aimed at the promotion of social inclusion of children and youths, equal opportunities, and the strengthening of social cohesion in areas such as sport, art, associationism, professional training and education.

The Programme Benefiting of Sports for Social Inclusion includes amongst others the implementation of a number of good practice initiatives such as the “Community Cup” project. This kind of initiative is run by the National and Regional Sport Councils, the National Institute of Sport and Physical Education, the National Association for the Promotion of Sport (NAP), the National Olympic Committee and the National Governing Bodies. The programme has three parallel target groups, namely (municipal) administration sport clubs, federations, migrants and their own sport clubs. With each target group BOSSI lessons aim to benefit of...
to take a look at multicultural sports from their particular viewpoint introducing good practices, relevant background information and the basic legislative framework.

BoSS is meant to support both professionals and volunteers working in the field of multicultural sport.


4. Regional Programmes

In the following, examples that attempt to increase the proportion of migrants in sport and thus promote inclusion at a regional level are presented. Particularly in regions with high immigration rates, government agencies and regional sports federations offer the chance to develop target group specific programmes and opportunities in order to test them in terms of their inclusion potential.

The following example shows how the Football Association of Ireland’s Intercultural Football Programme (see above) together with the Irish government established working partnerships with community stakeholders on a regional level. The programmes encourage an ideal participation rate of 15% of adults from international/ethnic minority backgrounds in Adult Education capacities. An initial tournament was held and discussions with participants took place about how they could support the development of a structured Inclusion league. A series of capacity building phase of the league, sourcing a venue, arranging meetings and supporting migrants to develop a structured league committee with specified roles (e.g. league secretary, chairperson, treasurer).

Affiliation to the Football Association of Ireland was sought via the Regional Football Association (The Munster FA) and successfully received for the season 2011/2012 for the first ever Clare Intercultural Futsal League.

In this way the league provides a space for increased socialisation between people from various migrant backgrounds and those from a non-migrant background.

Another project of the Portuguese region of Coimbra is presented as an innovative example of good practice through sports, due to the use of sport in informal learning, the accessibility of its experience to the community, the increase in partnerships, and the creation of a local network.

PORTUGAL

The Project “Futbol Intercultural” model project focuses on girls’ young women with an immigration background.

The model project “spin – sport interkulturell” regional Programme. It is designed to make the target group aware of club-oriented sport by means of easy access programmes, thereby motivating the target group to join the clubs. In order to create acceptance for this with family members, the parents will also be included. In this way, the programmes will function as “door-openers” for the target group, making initial contact to the often unknown sport clubs in the host societies more easy.

1. The leisure programmes aim to make the target group aware of the increase in partnerships, and the creation of a local network.

RIEDEL

In 2009 Clare Intercultural Network (CiN) a migrant lead voluntary organisation, based in County Clare in the Republic of Ireland realised the need for an all year round football based programme and established a Futsal league, which was developed in stages with technical and financial support from the Football Association of Ireland’s Intercultural Football Programme.

The first stage was designed to gauge the level of interest and build support capacity for a year round Futsal league, while the second stage focused on transferring both the playing and non-playing capacity into the establishment of a sustainable league. A series of initial tournaments was held and discussions with participants took place about how they could support the development of a structured and affiliated league.

CiN facilitated the capacity building phase of the league, sourcing a venue, arranging meetings and supporting migrants to develop a structured league committee with specified roles (e.g. league secretary, chairperson, treasurer).

Affiliation to the Football Association of Ireland was sought via the Regional Football Association (The Munster FA) and successfully received for the season 2011/2012 for the first ever Clare Intercultural Futsal League.

In this way the league provides a space for increased socialisation between people from various migrant backgrounds and those from a non-migrant background.

Another project of the Portuguese region of Coimbra is presented as an innovative example of good practice through sports, due to the use of sport in informal learning, the accessibility of its experience to the community, the increase in partnerships, and the creation of a local network.
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PORTUGAL

The Project “Futbol Intercultural” model project focuses on girls’ young women with an immigration background.

The model project “spin – sport interkulturell” is designed to make the target group aware of club-oriented sport by means of easy access programmes, thereby motivating the target group to join the clubs. In order to create acceptance for this with family members, the parents will also be included. In this way, the programmes will function as “door-openers” for the target group, making initial contact to the often unknown sport clubs in the host societies more easy.

1. The leisure programmes aim to make the target group aware of club-oriented sport by means of easy access programmes, thereby motivating the target group to join the clubs. In order to create acceptance for this with family members, the parents will also be included. In this way, the programmes will function as “door-openers” for the target group, making initial contact to the often unknown sport clubs in the host societies more easy.

2. The sport programmes are conducted in such a way to remove existing access barriers into sport clubs by means of specific sport and movement programmes, which relate to particular cultural qualities. The programmes will, moreover, contribute to the improvement of motor abilities, feelings of self-esteem, and health concepts of young women. In the end, tied to the specific programmes is the expectation that physical and societal interactions and thereby social contacts and relationships between young women with and without backgrounds of migration will be stimulated.

3. The qualification possibilities for trainers occupy a central position. In this way particularly women with a migration background will be enabled to offer educationally challenging arrangements for intercultural sporting youth work and youth work that goes beyond sports. They are to be regarded as an important connecting link between the sport clubs and target groups, not least because of their own migration experiences. (See chapter, “qualifications and continuing education”).

4. The possibilities for involvement as citizens are designed to make the target group’s access to official status and voluntary involvement in the clubs (e.g. as trainers or youth attendants) easier. In order for them to be able to establish themselves in

to 18 years of age with a migrant background. This inclusion process will be applied on two levels: Firstly, it will attract young women to a club-based sporting event, in this way socially integrating them in the club community. Secondly, it is assumed that via the resultant transfer of sport clubs in the host societies more easy.
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4. The possibilities for involvement as citizens are designed to make the target group’s access to official status and voluntary involvement in the clubs (e.g. as trainers or youth attendants) easier. In order for them to be able to establish themselves in...
the structures of the clubs. Limited to this is the expectation that the experiences as voluntary club members will stimulate involvement in the club's everyday activities. The young women involved will, moreover, function as positive identification figures and thereby further inspire others to join sport clubs.

5. In the end, this will result in an encouragement of linguistic abilities via informal and formal learning processes. While the informal improvements in language will be fulfilled via the communication in German in the sport groups, the programme also has in mind to arrange for language learning possibilities for young women with extreme linguistic deficits with suitable further education organisations. http://ispin.ioa.ac.kernpunkt.de

5. Sport Clubs and Associations

Apart from the national and regional programmes, there is a wide array of examples of sport clubs, which themselves take the initiative to open up their clubs to migrants and other under-represented groups. As well as an anti-racist agenda, there is a particular effort to exclude institutional discrimination at all levels of the club. A first step in this direction can be indicated by the appointment of an inclusion representative. The England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB), for example, can look back on a past of anti-racist activities.1

As a follow-up of the ECB’s research and engagement in the field of anti-racism the regional Lancashire Cricket Board started its own action plan in 2009 (Lancashire Cricket Board 2009) with the aim of including more Black and minority ethnic persons in the different levels of the game. Part of the action plan is the establishment of local “Ethnic minority development groups” whose input on the implementation of the plan is to be sought throughout the process. Furthermore, the plan lists an award system for clubs to achieve “EquiMarks”, i.e. a club that is open to Black and minority ethnic groups. The prerequisites include, for example, equality training for coaches, a strategy to recruit Black and minority ethnic coaches and a Black and minority ethnic liaison contact person. The actual outcome of the plan could not clearly be determined. However, “Ethnic Minorities” figures prominently as one area of the cricket board’s website (currently under reconstruction) and is an assigned work field for one of three development managers which might be taken as an indication for an on-going engagement from the cricket board. www.lancashirecricket.org

Another example comes from professional football with the Chelsea Asian Soccer Stars.

In 2009 and 2010 Chelsea FC, together with The Football Association, Kick It Out, and the Asian Media Group, launched a competition to recruit young male members for its football academy from the Asian community. The project is a reaction to the still consciously low participation of this population group. www.thefa.com/thefa/WhatsTheDeal/Equality/NeuAndFeatures/2010/AsianStarChelsea

The Helsinki Diplomats Sports Club initiated an international supporters club explicitly to oppose racist supporters initiatives in football.

Integration durch Qualifizierung
Ein Projekt des Berliner Fußball-Verbandes e.V.

The projects presented here were run in quite different ways. In Brescia and Rome, Italy, there were good experiences with one of the sport offers tailored to the migrant group:
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Italy

Cricket tournaments

In the town of Brescia a network of associations active in work with people with a migrant background, among them UISP, the local committee of Brescia, realised that it was difficult to involve the strong community of Asian people (e.g. from Pakistan, Sri Lanka etc.) in the organised sport activities. They found that it was because the sports usually proposed, like football, did not meet the interest of the community and were not part of their cultural background. Consequently, the group of organisations listened to the needs of migrants and organised, together with traditional football tournaments, some cricket tournaments, especially for migrants but open to everybody, as a female only tournament of “Elle” (a kind of baseball played by women in Asian countries).

Moreover, there has been a long tradition of work with Asian communities so that the initial organisation of tournaments later resulted in the creation of a specific UISP area, namely the coordination of cricket tournaments in Rome. As there is no cricket tradition in Italy, it was not a primary proposition as a sport for inclusion. This project demonstrates that sometimes the lack of involvement of people in a project is not necessarily a general lack of interest in structured activities, but is simply due to the difficulty of detecting the real wants of target groups.

A research project by the British Rugby Football League (RFL) tried to figure out why there was such a low participation rate of young migrants in rugby. Some of the results showed that rugby clubs were perceived as “white spaces” and as reserved for elite athletes, while within the RFL prejudices about young Asian people having no interest in rugby dominated, which is to say that it was assumed that young Asians were interested in football and cricket only but not in a contact sport.
and further education courses in a sports club. As the experiences of the participants can play an important role in inclusion as, above and beyond the sport related content, it can convey social competence and key qualifications of relevance in other societal areas. General democratic values are gained and civic skills acquired through active participation in the social life of the club. The conveyance of pedagogic qualifications may represent an additional incentive for migrants to participate in vocational and further education courses in a sports club. As the experiences of the

Qualification and Continuing Education

Rugby Football League research project

An interesting project for the inclusion of young Asian Muslims has taken place under the direction of the Rugby Football League in order to learn about their perceptions and experiences with rugby. The regions chosen were Leeds, Bradford, Huddersfield and Oldham based on a high proportion of Black and minority ethnic Asian communities and a strong rugby tradition in the area. Contacts to local communities were established beforehand.

Target groups were young males and females who had previously had little or no contact with rugby that is neither as active players nor as spectators. The research was carried out in three parts: The participants were provided with information on the game with ensuing group discussions on the stereotypes around rugby, sport and ethnic groups etc. This was followed by a match visit and a follow-up on the match and practical lessons in rugby (in different groups with indoor lessons for the girls as requested by them). The outcome might not be spectacular in itself but points to specific views from the target group that should help to shape further activities.


6. Qualification and Continuing Education

Besides language courses, professional further education programmes count as important building blocks for inclusion and the encouragement of participation in public life. Accordingly, the provision of training for qualifications in sports can play an important role in inclusion, for example, to offer them in the club house of the sport club so that the target group can be reached.

GERMANY

From 2009 to 2010 the Berlin Football Association (governing body of the Berlin football clubs) implemented the project “Inclusion through Qualification” with the support of the Federal Ministry for Migration and Refugees.

Qualification for club officials

The first vocational and further education offer was aimed particularly at volunteers acting as club officials for migrant clubs who had, in the past, expressed uncertainty in dealing with bureaucratic structures, regulations, and cooperation with sports institutions. To clear up these shortcomings and remove insecurity, courses were offered directly to club officials, whereby not only those participating would qualify but a knock-on effect was further expected: the clubs aim to be able to train young volunteers for tasks in the future. Twelve 3 hour sessions were conducted.

The contents of the modules are divided into four topic areas and each is comprised of three seminars:

- Organisational and personnel management, committee work
- Membership management, sports facilities, sports business
- Finance, tax, legal and insurance
- Marketing, communications, events, new media

Each seminar draws on practical issues relevant to the day-to-day work of the club. Thus, for example, the following seminar topics are covered:

- Intercultural conflict management
- Intercultural openness as a task of the club management
- Personality management and cultural challenges in the voluntary sector
- Attraction of young people to club work
- First aid treatment of sports injuries
- Insurance coverage in the day-to-day club business
- Legal basis of club leadership
- Basics of finance work in a sports club

As sport clubs in immigrant societies are often multicultural in composition, coaches and referees are often faced with new challenges in the daily routine for which they are not adequately prepared. It is therefore advisable for the sports governing bodies to integrate the demands of inclusion and anti-culturalism as a solid building block for the teaching of coaches and referees. In addition, federations are encouraged to meet the challenge of recruiting referees and coaches with a migration background.

Germany

Condensed training for coaches/trainers

The “Inclusion through Qualification” project offers condensed training courses for football coaches and referees which specifically teach the safe handling of multicultural teams and their environment. Through the assistance of qualified trainers the project offers appropriate further education courses that include theoretical, as well as practical elements. They go beyond the technical side of the sport, dealing with pedagogic topics important for daily and integrative work with children. The focus of the qualification is on areas like intercultural education, the handling of racism in situ, conflict management, team building, and how to approach parents, etc. http://berliner-fussball.de/aus-weiterbildung/inclusion/inclusion-durch-qualifizierung/

Training for migrant referees

In 2009, the USP Cagliari football league in Sardegna organised a referees course for immigrants, which was part of a project of the Cagliari province, targeted at the social inclusion of foreign citizens living in the province. The course was free of charge and focused on social inclusion with particular attention to women. It was divided into 21 theoretical and practical lessons and was integrated into lessons of Italian language to improve the specific knowledge of technical sport terminology and was complemented by lessons of civic education. Participants were accompanied by tutors, qualified referees and Italian language teachers, according to a special programme consisting of drawings, pictures and videos. The course also included a practical internship.

Migrant Sport Clubs

The term migrant sport clubs refers to those clubs with members from a predominantly migrant background and whose club identity and external perception are linked to the origins of the majority of the members. The major importance of migrant sport clubs is to facilitate the participation in sport and competition of migrants. Migrant sport clubs are still mainly seen as evidence of the existence of a “parallel society” in public discourse. In contrast, one can find a plethora of examples illustrating the inclusion potential of migrant sport clubs. Migrant sport clubs are frequently more attractive to migrants as host nationality clubs since there are no linguistic or cultural barriers and those active are shielded from racism and discrimination, at least within the club. In this way, many migrants are introduced through their membership in such sport clubs to the nature of clubs of the host country and to participation in sporting competitions. A relationship with the host society is formed through the running of games and the connection to the clubs (as opposed to more inwardly directed migrant organisations) and space for encounters between migrants and locals is created.

The potential for participation generated by self-organised migrant sport clubs is also dramatically demonstrated by the following example of the African Star football team in Hungary in which many refugees are involved. Though their participation, some of the players living in refugee camps can, as an exception, leave them if they are playing in a football match.

1 Based on these criteria, the term migrant clubs also refers to clubs in which people with different backgrounds (including those from the host countries) are members.

2 This should not be understood as an affirmation that migrant sport clubs per se offer a contribution to inclusion. Rather, following German sport sociologist Gunter Pilz, it can be seen that migrant sport clubs in a pluralistic society of immigration do just as well as a handy as other sport clubs regarding inclusion, depending on whether the right and the demands of intercultural learning are fair or not.
As the sport clubs are also always meeting places, they frequently fulfil support and advice functions within the migrant community. In this way, the sport clubs are drop-in centres for legal problems, which best migrants in particular, but also function as job agencies and further fulfil requirements relevant to daily life („peer-to-peer-benefit“).

In some of the selected examples, the importance of sport as a contact point for migrants, and especially for newly arriving refugees, is placed in the foreground. In such a way, sport clubs and competitions in which refugees or migrants come to the fore contribute to public awareness of their situation and the state of the problem.

African Stars football team was established in 1994, by the Mahatma Gandhi Human Rights Organization. The team is composed of ex-refugees and migrants, who succeeded in getting a residence authorisation sharing their positive experiences with those who might have not yet succeeded to integrate in Hungary. Refugees and migrants of colour commonly face discrimination and xenophobic hostility in Eastern Europe. The team participated in the lower leagues of the Hungarian Football Association (MLSZ) and cup competitions on various occasions. The African Stars are currently playing in the Budapest Division 4 league (MLSZ N4). It offers contracts to refugees and tries to get to the higher league, demonstrating the abilities of the players and taking itself seriously, which is to say not as a part-time or a mere hobby team. The matches create a unique melting pot of old and new, African and Asian, migrant and refugee. Everybody can leave his origins behind and enjoy the challenge, overcoming both opponent and self.

The Mahatma Gandhi Human Rights Organization organises special football matches aimed at creating harmony and co-existence between Hungarians, refugees, and people of African and Asian descent. These matches have created harmony among people from different cultures and backgrounds. This has played an important role in destroying the barriers between what would otherwise have been opposing cultures and given the opportunity for all to participate in football matches regardless of colour or background. The team won the Anti-Racism World Cup held in Italy in 2009 (see below) and allowed African migrant players to participate in the most popular sport in Hungary giving the opportunity to increase awareness in the Hungarian society about migrants and refugees, helping the participants to gain acceptance through the sport.

The participation in the team and the league has helped to improve the situation of the refugees, playing in the team, in several aspects:

The media attention the team gained helped when there was a racist attack on one player after one of the matches. The attack was reported and appeared on television. It is a proclaimed goal to stop such attacks and create a safe environment. Refugees are registered as players as a result of their involvement in the team and asylum seekers have got visas with less difficulty because of their participation in the team.

In Italy, Liber Nantes Football Club is a football team in Rome which is composed of players, who are victims of forced migration. This is the first permanent team in Italy which decided to represent the population of refugees, asylum seekers and generally people obliged to escape from their country to survive.

The colours of the team are blue and white, like the colours of the limited Nations who sponsors them – is composed of 25 players from Afghanistan, Eritrea, Guinea, Iraq, Nigeria, Sudan, Togo, Central Africa etc.

Because of a regulation in Italian football laws, a team composed solely of asylum seekers cannot play in official championships. Liber Nantes finally permitted permission to play in the 3rd Category (the lowest) where they are exempted from the ranking, meaning that even if they win they have no possibility to gain points. It is a compromise to let people play and face other teams on the territory in official competitions.

For two years, Liber Nantes has also managed a touch rugby training programme for women (asylum seekers but also Italian), and trekking activities for everyone. The aim is to offer the possibility to play sport and to foster connections and inclusion between refugees and Italians to everybody.

www.liberinantes.org

The Asian Football Network (AFN) founded in 2004 in London offers mainly strategic support to a grass-roots football movement (foot necessarily limited to Asian communities). The initiative underlines its bottom-up approach and positions its website as a support and exchange forum with a variety of information including good practice case studies around the topic of Asias in football. Among the AFN’s own projects is the Coaching Pathway Programme for providing Football Association level 1 (i.e. basic) coaching courses for Asian and ethnic minority men and women together with County Football Associations. The programme is informed by research trying to understand the lack of participation from Asian communities in the existing coaching programmes; its ultimate objective is to channel more Asian and minority ethnic individuals into mainstream provision programmes. Another initiative is focused on creating local forums of different agencies to foster common projects like taster sessions, tournaments etc. www.asianfootballnetwork.org.uk

Problematic developments have arisen in such events before. The African Football League, for example, which was organised by migrants from Africa in Vienna, Austria from 2007 to 2009 and in which up to 16 “national teams” played too, had to be abandoned because the games, played in public spaces, led time and again to mass arrests of people without documents by the Austrian police.

In many cases the self-organised migrants’ clubs offer realistic prospects to be active as coaches or officials. Many of these skills, acquired through voluntary activity or on the official level, are also indispensable in other areas of society. A number of examples illustrate that this potential of migrant clubs is taken up and used strategically in order to qualify its members and promote a sense of self-empowerment. In contrast, local sport clubs – even where there were many players with an immigrant background – usually invoked no migrants at the leadership level.
Migrant clubs can, as a positive role model of ethnic communities, frequently function as an important contribution to the dismantling of cultural prejudices. The selected examples demonstrate that clubs are to some extent aware of their role in society of sensitizing the public and contributing to understanding.

**GERMANY**

Formed in 1978 in West Berlin, Türkiespor is the most well-known migrant club in Germany. By virtue of its sporting triumphs, it has become the figurehead of Berlin’s Turkish community and the multicultural district of Kreuzberg. Particularly in its period of sporting success, Türkiespor was not only a positive role model for Turkish-born immigrants as it also proved to migrant workers on the whole that they too can celebrate successes under the same conditions and not have to perish into the majority society. In the past the club has frequently utilised the public attention to get media attention for their involvement in various social issues. Türkiespor has, in this way, for many years supported “Respect Games” which was initiated by the Berlin Lesbian and Gay Alliance and works to dismantle prejudices against gays and lesbians and to raise awareness of sexual diversity. Club official Cetin Özaydin described this cooperation with the following words:

> “Whether about Turkish people, gays, Jews or political dissenters, the mechanisms are the same”

The club also supports an annual day of action against violence against women. The slogan “Give violence no chance!” (Gewalt ent – not least in ethnic groups of Muslim influence.

**8. Migrant Girls/Women**

Sporting opportunities can only realise their potential to integrate effectively and sustainably when they function in a gender-oriented manner. This can be achieved, for example, by implementing choices aimed only at women/girls that expand their sphere of action, or by the provision of opportunities for girls in the form of coeducational concepts which give special consideration to their needs and demands.

The statement that inclusion in and through sport is about participation in the host society and in their own ethnic community, and indeed with the aim of gaining social acceptance in differing areas of both societies, applies particularly to women and girls with a migrant background. They are often more involved in the ethnic community or controlled by it. Ultimately, this means that sport programmes aimed at gender and inclusion must be oriented towards the participants’ living environment. One must here consider that the environments of girls and boys of and men and women are different – not least in ethnic groups of Muslim influence.

In practice this means that sport programmes aimed especially at Muslim women/girls must take into account that, in such communities, religious or cultural codes may exist, which limit the interactions between girls and boys, men and women, and the exposure of one’s body. These must be taken into account and addressed by sport programmes instead of simply demanding conformance. In practice this means:

- Offering sport in gender-specific groups
- Recruiting female personnel as trainers, lifeguards, etc.
- Denying entry to boys and men
- Taking care that men/boys cannot watch the girls and women wearing sport or swimsuit, i.e. spaces not open to public view
- Ensuring good accessibility

**UK**

**Women in Action**

Women in Action emerged from a women-only swimming group set up in an area of Cardiff with a high black and minority ethnic population rate. The course was run by project workers from the health sector: the Barefoot Health Workers’ Project and the Triangle Project. An action research project at Cardiff University and funded by the Health Promotion Division for Wales. Over 150 women from the Yemeni, Somali, Pakistani, Indians, Bangladeshis and Chinese communities participated in the sessions. The follow-up included training courses (e.g. building capacity course, food and nutrition training), lifeguards trainings and outings to break down social isolation.

**ITALY**

**Sport for girls**

UISP Turin have opened for the area’s female Muslim community two centres specifically for women and girls. The space is for women of every nationality and culture and provides courses, relaxation and children’s activities. The aim is inclusion, providing opportunities to meet and socialise as well as the enhancement of physical culture in general.

**Taking into account that girls/women are involved in domestic duties in the evenings and that girls in particular are not allowed to go home late when planning training schedules. It is clear that for equal cooperation it is important to have a grasp of multicultural knowledge in order to be able to better understand and successfully deal with the needs and attitudes of different cultures. Furthermore, religious rituals and traditions have an influence on daily life as they shape social behaviour by setting standards of human and female-male relationships.

Correspondingly, different sport programmes are implemented, which are aimed specifically at girls and women with a migrant background and work on the basis provided by the above points in many countries.

**AUSTRIA**

**Girls’ and Women’s day in a public pool**

Twice a month the organisation Kinderfreunde (friends of children) organises a separate girls’ and women’s day in a public swimmingpool in Vienna. On this day men are denied access: the large influx of Muslim women shows that there is additional need for such offers.

The embracing of girls/women with a migration background as a target group poses a particular challenge for sport programmes. Here, outreach and easy access approaches play a special role. In order to reduce specific barriers to access, it is useful to place these programmes not only in the context of sport clubs but also to bring them to where the girls/women spend their daily lives, i.e. in schools and youth facilities, but also in ethnic communities and mosques. It is important that these are commonly known places, which are acceptable to the parents and convey reliability and safety as regards the care of their children. They should also be located in their immediate vicinity and easily accessible.
GERMANY

clubs can be established through sports activities in schools, allaying initial between the daughters and their way to the sport clubs. Contact to the of migrant girls are not familiar with the activities of sport clubs and of in sports activities. Schools can also lead girls to sport clubs. Many parents schools also exhibits significant success when it comes to reaching girls entations. Beside the cooperation with religious institutions, the liaison with sport programmes with migrants and in cultivating the acceptance of par- ents. Beside the cooperation with religious institutions, the liaison with schools also exhibits significant success when it comes to reaching girls with migrant backgrounds and achieving their longer term involvement in sports activities. Schools can also lead girls to sport clubs. Many parents of migrant girls are not familiar with the activation of sport clubs and of their prevailing traditions, scepticism, distrust and even fear often come between the daughters and their way to the sport clubs. Contact to the clubs can be established through sports activities in schools, allowing initial orientations about club sports.

This example illustrates how helpful cooperation is in implementing sport programmes with migrants and in cultivating the acceptance of par- ents. Besides the cooperation with religious institutions, the liaison with schools also exhibits significant success when it comes to reaching girls with migrant backgrounds and achieving their longer term involvement in sports activities. Schools can also lead girls to sport clubs. Many parents of migrant girls are not familiar with the activation of sport clubs and of their prevailing traditions, scepticism, distrust and even fear often come between the daughters and their way to the sport clubs. Contact to the clubs can be established through sports activities in schools, allowing initial orientations about club sports.

GERMANY

Kicking Girls: Easy access to girls football

The Kicking Girls project exists in various schools in urban quar- ters with high proportions of migrant youth. The schools, in cooper- ation with nearby cooperation clubs, provide so-called girls’ work- ing groups (Arbeitsgemeinschaften) in the school and the coaches are mostly female members of the club involved. The girls acquire the basics of football and develop an enjoyment of the game in a “protected environment”. Separate girls’ football breaks in the school playground and class and school tournaments encourage the girls to join in. In this way, through the girls’ football working groups, it is possible to reach, inspire and involve girls with a migrant back- ground. The parents accept the participation of their daughters in the football working group because the school a familiar place is for them. In addition to expanding their profiles with the inclusion of girls’ football programmes, the schools also combine the hope of improving their extra-curricular range. With the cooperation with the school, the club aims to establish an attractive option for girls in order to attract new members and potential talent.

However, the transition from the academic community into a club-linked team is by no means automatic, requiring careful sup- portive measures to ensure that the aim of inclusion – the member- ship in a football team – can be realised. These measures include information for parents, parent evenings, separate changing rooms for girls, training sessions before the onset of dusk, solving transport problems, consideration of religious rules and the funding and con- tribution of team jerseys.

Many girls show an interest in the participation in the working groups. Girls can apply for becoming football coaching assistants who are then trained in the working groups in schools as well as in the clubs. They can also get involved in the planning and organisation of school competitions and tournaments. In a second step, the girls take on the independent leadership of practice groups.

Another important aspect that needs to be noted is the development of programmes of types of sport that address migrant girls/women directly. It is a relief for adolescents when programmes do not contradict the educa- tional ideas of their parents or, failing this, when they provide awareness- raising and advocacy. In practice, it seems that girls/women are presented with many opportunities and open content whether it is dancing, aerobics and fitness, martial arts, self-assertion or football. The practice of martial arts in particular is, for traditionally aligned Muslim girls or young women, well suited to the religious rules regarding veiling.

Many sport activities aimed at girls/women take as their central goal the meeting of girls/women from different countries, thereby promoting cross-cultural understanding. In addition to sporting contests, a space is created for encounters between people who would otherwise not meet. A particularly good framework for this are sports tournaments.

GERMANY

Discover Football is a one-week international women’s foot- ball tournament incorporated into an inter-cultural encounter week for women, football and culture, which was held for the first time in Berlin in 2010. The international invitation is not aimed at professionally supported clubs but at women’s football teams, which are committed to intercultural football encounters and social improvement. Many of them encounter particular social resistance to their sport involvement or receive little support in pursuit of their sport. It is precisely these players to which Discover Football gives a platform.

The aim is to promote intercultural understanding through international encounters in women’s football. The tournament also includes a special feature that distinguishes it from others: The so- called MIX games run parallel to the classic group games. Here the teams are mixed, i.e. two equal groups are formed and then, for example half of the Brazilian team play together with half of the In- dian team against the other half of the Brazilian and Indian women. Thus, football becomes a bridge, bringing together players who do not know one another. Alongside the tournament, representatives from the areas of society, politics and sport discussed topics around football and women’s rights on the so-called “pink podium” and in 2010 there was also a presentation of a photo exhibition about the Afghan women’s national football team.

www.discoverfootball.de

Access: Neighbourhood

Often, economic and social structural causes are the root of the lack of access of many migrants to mainstream sport and clubs and societies. It appears that it is necessary to approach them on-site in their respective contexts, as especially young migrants often do not have the resources to use public transport, let alone pay club fees.

In many European countries, urban areas with a very high propor- tion of migrants and particularly socially disadvantaged persons have de- veloped in the course of several migration waves. These social spaces become the focus of European inclusion policy de- bates, not least as a result of violent social conflict, as seen in the Parisian suburbs in 2005 and more recently in England in 2011. These districts are often perceived in public discourse as particularly violent and denominated as “problem areas”. Coming from one of these neighbourhoods is often a social stigma. Accordingly such districts are a crucial area for inclusion projects.

Many community projects use sports “as a carrot” as summarised by a Youth Worker of the Corduff Youth Project, Ireland, which started to reach out to young people using football as one of the main tools to attract mostly young males.


AUSTRIA

Sport Union Tyrol – Le Debut

Partners of this project, which is aimed at women and girls of different countries of origin, are Sport Union Tyrol, the club, “Women from all countries”, the Turkish-Islamic cultural association AITB and Girlpoint ARANIA. The goals are the introduction to active move- ment, the mediation of enjoyment and health awareness through movement and the achievement of sustainability through independ- ent activity. The programme range combines regular exercise modules and theory sessions of individual sports with presentations on health through exercise and nutrition. The programme is jointly developed with the girls/Women and adapted to performance levels (women: gymnastics, hiking, pilates, yoga; dancing: girls: hip hop, modern dance, tummy-leg-bottom, climbing, skating, volleyball).

Exemplary here is the inclusion of target groups remote from sport – many of the women had neither physical education at school nor were involved in sport before – as well as the introduction to fun and trend sports. In addition, participants can – in the sense of help- ing people to help themselves be trained to become fitness trainers.

GERMANY

Discover Football is a one-week international women’s foot- ball tournament incorporated into an inter-cultural encounter week for women, football and culture, which was held for the first time in Berlin in 2010. The international invitation is not aimed at professionally supported clubs but at women’s football teams, which are committed to intercultural football encounters and social improvement. Many of them encounter particular social resistance to their sport involvement or receive little support in pursuit of their sport. It is precisely these players to which Discover Football gives a platform.

The aim is to promote intercultural understanding through international encounters in women’s football. The tournament also includes a special feature that distinguishes it from others: The so- called MIX games run parallel to the classic group games. Here the teams are mixed, i.e. two equal groups are formed and then, for example half of the Brazilian team play together with half of the In- dian team against the other half of the Brazilian and Indian women. Thus, football becomes a bridge, bringing together players who do not know one another. Alongside the tournament, representatives from the areas of society, politics and sport discussed topics around football and women’s rights on the so-called “pink podium” and in 2010 there was also a presentation of a photo exhibition about the Afghan women’s national football team.

www.discoverfootball.de
PORTUGAL

Younger target group. In addition to the regular training activities and participation in inter-team games involving adolescents residing in the most deprived areas in the UK. It supports local projects in co-operation with sports providers, local groups, project workers but also entails a volunteer campaign “Go-operative StreetGames Young Volunteers” that draws on adolescents, previously involved in StreetGames projects and offers them training as well as opportunities for personal development.

The objective is to support local projects and the reports from the programmes indicate that a basis for success is the co-operation with deliverers who know the specific needs of the community (and ethnic groups) and ideally are part of it themselves. All programmes are still in existence. Positive Futures, which from the beginning was focused on more young criminal offenders and drug-users has been taken over by the Home Office and includes also arts and media projects and co-operates among others with FUFD “Football unites, Racism divides”, a long-standing anti-racist football initiative and charity based in Sheffield. From the Sport Action Zones set up in 2000, the London North Lambeth and North Southwark Sport Action Zone seems the most active today. It has now partnerships with London boroughs and also commercial sponsors. Likewise the Active Communities Network and also commercial sponsors. Likewise the Active Communities Network has partnerships with corporations and for example the Premier League. Active Communities Network has recently published a detailed report of its Breaking Barriers programme for community cohesion and sport in different London boroughs with special emphasis on engaging minority ethnic communities through among others boxing and football. But it also included qualifications for youths as boxing tutor, football referee, youth worker etc. Important keys of success listed in the report are: accessible, comfortable and neutral venues and facilities; peer role models; events as incentives; co-operation with existing structures and locally identifiable staff.

The programme Judo in uptown Lisbon (Judo na Alta de Lisboa), promoted by the Lisbon Judo Club in partnership with three groups of local schools, has the support of the Municipality of Lisbon and of the UNESCO National Commission in Portugal, in addition to other institutions and sponsor organisations. The project has as its target group children and young people, whom the schools and other institutions of the area, including those from more needy families residing in social housing neighbourhoods, mainly 1st gen immigration. Started in 2005, the project currently involves 600 children and young adults.

The objectives of the project involve social inclusion in and through sport, in this case through the regular practice of judo by children and youths from families of different social strata. The strategy of social inclusion in and through sport, as the experience of many projects has shown, can support the actions of many other institutions in terms of equal education and labour rights, youth development, combating crime and drugs, supporting families, education in citizenship, and promoting a healthy lifestyle. It is a priority goal of the programme that Judo, as a sport, has the potential to make a significant contribution to the social and personal development of children and young people. The project is being evaluated in terms of sport performance and also in terms of social impact, but by now it is clear that participation in sport can change the lives of children and young people who are at risk of exclusion.

The following project is presented as an example of good practice in particular through the creation of accessible sports facilities for children and adolescents from families with unprivileged economic resources, residing in segregated territories mainly immigrants, and through the promotion of spaces for social and sports interaction in socially diverse contexts in Lisbon.
10. Access: School

Since education for children and adolescents is compulsory in all European countries, school is the social space in which a high number of young people from different social and ethnic backgrounds can be addressed through sport programmes. Also, research has indicated that parents from ethnic minority backgrounds often view the school as a safe, well organised and trusted environment and are therefore perhaps more disposed towards information received from this source. Hence, it is particularly networks in schools which open up possibilities to address the target group of migrant young people. Especially for sport clubs in regions with a high immigration rate, access through school partnerships are essential for the development of their own members, as examples from Vienna, Austria and Middlesex, England illustrate.

In urban areas, especially in Vienna, there are numerous collaborations between football, handball, and basketball clubs and schools in the area. In schools in particular areas of Vienna, more than 50% of the children are from migrant families. Examples of such collaborations include the handball clubs Fivers in the 5th and WAT 15 in the 10th districts of Vienna or the football club Slovan HäI in the 14th district. Although the Slovan cooperation with the school had to be discontinued for financial reasons, a high proportion of players are nonetheless from a migrant background. This high proportion reaches from junior to senior squad – as is the case with most Vienna football clubs. The youth development work of the junior handball club Fivers is to be highlighted in particular: The club regularly organises training courses at nearby schools and parks. The annually held handball festival attracts approximately 1,000 students/pupils. As a result of these activities, the junior teams in almost every age group have won the championship for many years running. In 2011 the senior team won the handball league title for the first time. Like the Grasshoppers Rugby Football Club, the junior teams in almost every age group have won the championship for many years running. In 2011 the senior team won the handball league title for the first time.

The Football Association of Ireland (FAI) has spotted a good way for getting migrant children into long participation sports in partnerships between schools and grass-root clubs. The original idea is to involve the parents (particularly women) and to recruit and train them to become potential volunteer sport leaders and coaches.

The MyClub afterschool and Club Open Day programmes provided general nationwide with over 30% of all participants coming from an ethnic minority background. 120 local club open sessions/days have been arranged to provide follow-on opportunities to join a club after the after-school programme for both children and adults. The MyClub afterschool and Club Open Day programmes provided 6 selected mixed teams (each team consists of 12 participants, 8 boys and 4 girls) who most stood out for their good practice of fair play. On the whole, teachers and students reported a positive view of the pilot. Teachers expressed a positive view of the programme on:

1. 30 minutes informal classroom sessions utilising interactive activities designed to improve oral and written English language skills. Activities are themed around football.
2. 30 minutes of sports, i.e. fieldhall based learning with football activities linked to classroom learning (especially around oral English)

The Anti-Racist World Cup Mondiali Antirazzisti was created in 1996 as a challenge, in order to prove that coexistence between diverse cultures is possible and that multiculturalism is a vital and incredible resource for all. Mondiali Antirazzisti is a festive occasion of a non-competitive tournament of football, basketball, volleyball, cricket, and rugby. But it is also, however, an occasion of music, debates, exhibitions and exchange of experiences. Those who have
The SRTRC / FAI Intercultural Programme has delivered anti-racism workshops to grass-roots leagues and refers societies in order to promote an understanding of what racism is and also to boost awareness of the ‘racism rule’ in the association rulebook. SRTRC has delivered anti-racism training to FAI Development Officers to ensure their confidence and competence in delivering anti-racism education as part of their UEFA FARE week activities.

The outcome is that FAI Development Officers have delivered anti-racism workshops in 190 schools in 2010 reaching 5,000 young people and a similar number in 2011. The activity is appreciated by schools because a sports organisation is bringing an educational message into the school and it likewise assists the association in developing their relationship with schools. The teachers are also encouraged to register their class to participate in the Show Racism the Red Card Creative Competition thereby creating an ongoing impact with the young people. The Awards for the competition are held annually at the Aviva stadium, the national stadium for soccer in the Republic of Ireland.

Inclusion Workshops

**Weekend of Integration**

In 2009 this action took place in 16 cities as the second phase of the “integrated corporate communication campaign on social inclusion of minorities” supported by the Ministry of Welfare to promote consistency between legal immigrants and Italian citizens. In 8 cities (Milan, Rome, Turin, Genoa, Venice, Modena, Pescara and Catania), UISP organised competitions, tournaments and different kinds of sport activities, i.e. athletics, basketball, football, cycling, dance sports, mini volleyball, swimming, volleyball and table tennis.

**Inclusion Workshops**

As part of the SPIN project European partner organisations conducted several so-called inclusion workshops for football and non-football stakeholders. One workshop is presented here as a good practice example organised by the Football Association of Ireland.

**Non-Football Workshop**

The target was to bring together a wide range of actors, including sports practitioners, policy makers/influencers, and community practitioners/educators to raise awareness and discuss solutions around the issue of inclusion in and through sport in an Irish context. The workshop focused on providing a space for people to reflect on the topic as well as their perceived roles in contributing towards inclusion/integration. For the non-football workshop the FAI teamed up with a national organisation that oversees the delivery of the Community Games in Ireland, which includes a wide range of sports in addition to the Community Games other sports were targeted, including Rugby and Gaelic Games.

The target group included, sports coordinators, youth workers that use sport as part of their work, Irish Sports Council representatives, Local Sports Partnerships, Coaches, Child protection Officers, Club Officials as well as NGOs who have an interest in sport and inclusion/incorporating, for example, the Equality Authority, the Integration Centre, New Communities Partnership, and other immigrant organisation focused NGOs, as well as Show Racism the Red Card and Sport Against Racism in Ireland and others.

The inclusion workshop was also attended by key football stakeholders including, the Head of the FAI Grassroots Department, FAI Grassroots Department managers (Regional area Managers), locally based FAI Football in the Community Development Officers, as well as the chairperson of the Professional Players Union in Ireland.

**Football Workshop**

The second workshop was held at a football league in Cork City (second largest city in the Republic of Ireland with a diverse demographic), with the same overall target as the non-football workshop. Attendees included, referees, league committee members, coaches, managers and club chairpersons/secertaries.

The non football workshop was held in Dublin and required people based outside the capital to travel, which made a need to organise workshops delivery apparent. The workshops have encouraged debate about maintaining and developing the Sport Inclusion Network within Ireland and this has become an ongoing discussion between the FAI’s Intercultural Football Programme, the Community Games, and other key potential stakeholders.

Challenges/problems

One problem that arose during the planning stages was more of an issue for the non-football workshop, focused on how to best to strike the balance between attracting attendees involved in sport and development as paid professionals, and those involved on a voluntary basis. A secondary and related issue that transpired concerned itself the scheduling of workshops e.g. during the day, evening or weekend? Workshops during the day catered for those involved in sport and development as paid professionals, while limiting possible attendance of those involved in sports at the grassroots level in a voluntary capacity. However, the football workshop managed to fully bridge this gap as it was grassroots based, though it has to be mentioned that the football workshop did not allow room for community stakeholders (NGO’s community groups etc...) to discuss the issue together.

Camino conducted two workshops for sport facilitators in different fields of Sport.

**Pedagogical role games**

The objectives of the workshops were to raise awareness for mechanisms that exclude people in sports and in a second step to work on methods for inclusion in their respective sports.
Therefore two different methods were approved: firstly, “like in real life” (Wie im richtigen Leben), a pedagogical method/role game that points out how life situations determine your success in society. Secondly, World Café, a method where the participants get room to discuss crucial questions of in- and exclusion in sports from their own experience. At the same time the aim is to make participants work on their ideas of inclusion in their own sport associations.

“Like in real life” illustrates, that cultural patterns of oppression (race, gender, class and ethnicity) are interrelated. The method investigates the ways in which racialising structures, social processes, and social representations are shaped by gender, class, sexuality, etc.

“Like in real life” is a role game. Each participant gets a card with some keynotes about a character. For example: white, German female, 27 years old, lesbian, or 23 year old, stateless Roma man, heterosexual, not married, is working on building sites, etc. The participants are then positioned in a row on one end of the room. The trainer will ask them questions like:

Do you have health insurance and can you go to a doctor?

Can you ask for the police if something happens and you need protection?

Do you walk on the street being affronted with your lover? Can you go shopping for a day, etc.?

Each person who can answer the question with a yes can make a step forward. After about 20 questions the participants can see, that some of them could make a lot of steps and some were left behind. This reveals different possibilities of success for different people in the society. The main part of this method is the moderated discussion after the acting part.

World Café is a practical method that can be conducted without much effort as it simply simulates coffee shop conversation and so invites for open and informal dialogue. 4-5 participants sit at a coffee table (normally a set of three tables and conversation durations from 20-30 minutes). Every table should be able to reproduce a coffee house atmosphere. The table cloth acts as a means to collect key points, ideas, suggestions, and ideas of the discussion in writing. All tables deal with one topic and are guided by a moderator. Hereby, participants are encouraged to let their creativity wander.
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